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HOST: 

Our final speaker today is Dr Jeffrey Chan, National Senior Practitioner at 
the NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission. And he joins us to provide 
the closing address for the forum, speaking about the importance of 
human dignity in delivering services to persons with psychosocial 
disability and exploring whether there is a place for restrictive practices in 
psychosocial disability.  

His addresses titled Human Rights and Restrictive Practices: 
A Psychosocial Disability Perspective. And he'll be taking some questions 
following the presentation. So, make sure you jump onto the trusty Menti 
platform to submit questions, we'll try and get through as many of them as 
time allows. Please join me in welcoming to the stage, Dr Jeffrey Chan. 
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DR CHAN: 

Thank you, Daniel. And thank you MHCC, for organising this forum and 
your invitation to address all of you is this closing address. And I'm really 
grateful that some of you have survived the entire day and are still with 
each other and spending time to listen to what I have to share with you.  

What I want to do very quickly is - a lot of slides that I have to go through 
but I will give you a synopsis. But before I begin, I like to acknowledge the 
fact that UTS is on the grounds of the Gadigal nation and I pay my 
respects to the elders past and present.  

I also like to acknowledge anyone who has, with vision impairment and 
has not met me for the first time or have not met me. I am a Chinese man 
I'm kind of, very, very short hair. I'm standing at a podium. I'm wearing a 
blue blazer with a green kerchief and a white shirt. Thank you.  

So, I want to quickly do is to give you a very quick overview of the quality 
and safeguarding framework and the CRPD. And what are the relevant 
human rights and what does the research tells us about restrictive 
practices and what we're goning to do to safeguard people with 
psychosocial disability.  

I apologise to those of you who have heard me do this presentation before 
on safeguarding rights. This first slide is basically to show you that the 
Commonwealth, state and territory governments are committed to quality 
and safeguarding. We have a National Framework on Quality and 
Safeguarding and the Commonwealth state and territory governments 
have agreed to the national framework to reducing and eliminating 
restrictive practices. And the leadership of the commitment by the 
Commonwealth state and territory governance is a espouse and the very 
fact that the NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission is in existence. 
So, this is a very quick synopsis of the national context.  

I'll do a very quick overview of what was the United Nations Convention 
Rights of Persons with Disability. And I like to just draw on one key point 
actually, here, although you see two points. What, often we hear about 
human rights and the CRPD - but often we forget that when we talk about 
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human rights discourse, there two important things to be aware of that 
there are rights-bearers, and there are duty-bearers.  

Duty bearers are yourself, service providers, workers, employees, 
who are funded by the NDIA and who work in disability services. 
Rights-bears are people are participants, NDIA funded. And that's an 
important notion to remember that as a duty-bearer, that's those of us who 
are either in management as a support worker or in middle management 
or a clinical practitioner, your duty - your duty to the obligations of the 
UN CRPD is not just to respect people's rights, you also require to protect 
people's rights.  

And it's not enough to respect and protect, you are required to uphold the 
person’s human rights. And that's an important notion for us, in the 
landscape now of the NDIS Act, our international obligation to the United 
Nations Convention in The Rights of Persons to Disability. As we are all 
here (INDISTINCT) not participants for NDIA - are not people with 
disability, who rights-bearers, we are duty-bearers and we must fulfill the 
rights of people with disability.  

Here are some of the relevant CRPD articles that I pulled together that I 
think pertained quite closely with people with psychosocial disability. 
Most of you will be more cognisant of, you know, Article 15, the freedom 
from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading, treatment or punishment. 
Article 16, freedom from exploitation, violence or abuse.  

But we often forget that there also other articles that are quite relevant 
particularly to people with psychosocial disability and people disabilities in 
general. So, Article 18, living independently and being included in the 
community. So, the previous models, the typical traditional models, or 
segregation, or congregate care settings, of institution type living no 
longer is appropriate under the CRPD. It’s about inclusion.  

Article 21, well, in particular freedom of expression and opinion, access to 
information. And this morning, we were talking about Inclusive 
Governance and we talked about what are some of the accessible formats 
that we need to develop. And in particular, for people psychosocial 
disability, when you're feeling unwell, or  you know, a lot of them have told 
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the Commission that they don't get access to information about their own 
treatment. They don't get access to information about the medication.  

So, that's some of the important things of the relevant articles, CRPD. Now 
I'm just gonna very quickly go through a series of slides to talk about what 
does the research shows about restrictive practices. I just want to express 
a caution to some of you might feel upset on some of the research findings 
on restrictive practices.  

I've done this work on restrictive practices, I've done research on this area 
for the past 17 years. And I can tell you, the research has not changed 
disappointingly. So, in drawing upon the research, I looked at not just in 
disability, not just in mental health, but in aged care, children services, 
education, forensic type settings, so to speak, the criminal justice system, 
policing and correctional services. 

Very - put very simply, restraints and seclusion are not therapeutic and 
have no scientific basis establishing efficacy. Restraint and seclusion do 
not shape and change behaviour. They do not result in positive pro-social 
behaviour. So, for example, in education settings and children's services, 
teachers often say we apply restrictive practices seclusion to teach the 
child good behaviour. Actually, it doesn't. The research actually shows the 
opposite. In education services, for example, or in youth justice restraint 
and seclusion do not actually promote better social behaviour, they do 
exactly the opposite.  

This is a view that you often hear that staff will say we use restrictive 
practices only when absolutely necessary, and not for punishment. What 
does the research say? The research actually says often restrictive 
practice are used for the flimsiest of reason. I've come across a case study 
in America or in England too, where a child was subject to physical 
restraint because she was gargling her milk, you know. 

The research also say, and I'll go this in the detail, restrictive practices 
actually do not keep the people we serve safe, they do not keep staff safe. 
And I'll elaborate that a little bit more. Restraint and seclusion are not used 
objectively and not without bias. So, the researcher literature will tell you, 
for example and we know this, particularly in Australia that people of 
different colour, of a darker skin colour are more likely to be subject 
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restrictive practices, to physical restraint, for example. And we know for 
example, Indigenous population are more likely to be subject to a greater 
level of scrutiny and policing and also to physical restraints.  

One of my favourite research - I've done this research is actually cost the 
provider more money, if you will actually apply restraint and seclusion. If I 
do a time in motion study, it all adds up to actually a cost, the cost 
consequence.  

So, let's go into what do people feel when they are subjected to restrictive 
practices? And you hear this most commonly, particularly in the mental 
health literature. People don't feel safe. They recount their trauma and 
negative experience. They feel violated. They are of a view that a lot of 
these practices are unethical, they feel hopeless, helpless, and the broken 
spirit. And it is not uncommon to heal (as said) particularly from people 
with intellectual disability that their behaviours or their behaviours are 
concerned often in response to what I call a maladaptive environment. 
If the environment is oppressive, if the environment is not nourishing, if the 
environment is always about control, a person's response to that will be, 
you know, behaviour concern.  

So, it is, often we talked about, and I was the one coined the term 
behaviours of concern -- the term often people obviously as if the 
behavioural concern is inherent in the person. But we know, in the 
research literature, that there are environments of concern. 
I'm responding to a maladaptive environment. I'm responding to a 
negative environment. Recently, a clinical case manager told me, a 
clinical case manager at a mental health facility told me that a young man 
was subject to seclusion and physical restraint because he wanted the TV 
channel in the ward changed. 

(12.15) I like to tell this to union members in particular - union leaders 
because unions always tell you that, you know, we need more staff, we 
need more staff to actually apply physical restraint. But actually, the 
literature shows that union members and staff experience distress and 
anger. They find their experience or even applying the restrictive 
practices, actually demeaning.  
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Staff feel very stressed when - after they apply a restrictive practice. 
They go on tress leave, there’s workers comp and there's high insurance 
premium cost. For some staff it can also be traumatising. They also feel 
anger when they witness that another staff member’s injured. And they all 
experience some psychological trouble too. So, put simply, in the field of 
psychosocial disability, put simply in a synopsis, restrictive practices do 
not contribute to the recovery of the person. That's the very fundamental 
position, or the research evidence indicate.  

Often we don't - often dignity or risk is often overlooked. And we are more 
risk averse in our common - in our practice. Restrictive practices have to 
be only become necessary in our use when there is a significant risk or 
imminent risk to the person.  

So, very quickly, I'm just mindful of the time I want to take some questions 
- that what is the Commission doing in this space? So, you heard the 
Commissioner this morning, that there's a lot of work we need to think 
about and do in relation to people psychosocial disability, about trauma 
informed practice. I'm very cognisant that not all our staff are trained in 
Trauma Informed Care. So, if you're a complaining, picking up the phone 
call and expressing your views. One of the things I think we need to do 
better is to make sure our staff are trained and are listening and 
understood about Trauma Informed Care.  

We will talk about more about the recovery model and its consistency with 
the positive behaviour support and lots of activities that we are doing and 
if you check our website that we are doing to protect the rights of persons, 
to educating providers, for example. So recently, Dr Donna Gillies is sitting 
in front here too, has produced a lot of work on what are certain - the 
impact of psychotropic medications for example on swallowing, Epilepsy, 
or the psychotropic medications that impact - how do you want to prevent 
escalation of use, for example, during COVID-19. So, there's some 
resources that we are developing in that space. And you will hear from us 
– from the Commission, that this is a space that we need to get serious in 
and to be open to being educated and shaped by the sector in 
psychosocial disability. Thank you. 
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HOST: 

Thank you, Dr Chan. If you remain at your lectern, I'll just move over here 
and we'll go through some Q&A.  

 

DR CHAN:  

Sure.  

 

HOST:  

We've been getting a few questions submitted from the audience.  

 

AUDIENCE MEMBER:  

Yes.  

 

 

HOST:  

If it's gonna be a question directed to Dr Chan- 

 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: 

Yes.  

 

HOST:  

I'd like you to just get the Menti website up. Can we get the actual codes 
up again, please, Richard. So, you'll have to get a phone or a laptop. 
We've got a fair few questions to get through.  
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DR CHAN:  

Can she just ask the question?  

 

HOST:   

Enis, can we just get a question from the floor? Thank you very much. 

 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: 

Thank you. Thank you. Can you convince me that the independent 
assessments will help my two daughters maintain an adequate NDIS 
outcome that they've already experiencing? And if they don't, can they 
complain and have a review?   

 

DR CHAN: 

So- 

 

AUDIENCE MEMBER:  

(INDISTINCT) that they’re not. 

 

DR CHAN: 

Yeah, so in the - the independent assessments is under the purview of 
the NDIA, we are the Quality and Safeguards Commission. Our remit is 
we don't take a complain about another Commonwealth agency as such. 
But we do hear the angst and the frustration of a lot of people disability in 
relation to independent assessments. There's a lot of debate about 
independent assessments. It would be inappropriate for me to make 
comments about the NDIA, (INDISTINCT) another Commonwealth 
agency. I'm sorry about that. 
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HOST: 

Thank you very much, Dr Chan. So, we've got some questions that are 
coming through and do keep the questions coming, although we don't 
have that much time to go through everything. The question here, how 
can we help carers better understand what is and isn't a restrictive 
practice? 

 

DR CHAN: 

So, the NDIS Act and the rules define what are restrictive practices, they 
usually for example, there are physical restraints, mechanical restraints, 
environmental restraints, seclusion and chemical restraints. They are very 
defined in our - they're available on our website. We have a whole Practice 
Guide on how you would - what you consider as a restrictive practice, how 
you might unpack that. So, they are kind of available on our website. 
I'm more than happy to forward you our links. They can go into your 
website, cause there's quite a bit of detail - lots of them. 

 

HOST: 

Thank you. Could you tell us about resources, NDIS, psychosocial 
providers can tap into to learn more about restrictive practices? 

 

DR CHAN: 

So, we do have a say a lot of resources in terms of developing what's a 
good positive behaviour support capability framework, we have a 
Regulated Restrictive Practice Guides, we have lots of what we call 
Practice Alerts to educate people, predominant providers to understand 
because we are very, very mindful that often, you know, providers, 
disability providers, are not as in tune as perhaps medical practitioners 
about certain practices about say psychotropic medication. So, our aim 
trying to educate the sector on that. So, we can send you links to some of 
our resources that are available. Donna, if you remind me, thank you. 
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HOST: 

Thank you, how are whistle-blowers protected if they report unauthorised 
or inappropriate restrictive practice? 

 

DR CHAN: 

Yes they are protected. You don't have to tell us who you are and your 
name. So, I recently have just taken a - anonymous phone call from a 
(INDISTINCT) nurse from a mental health practitioner, just in fact, 
recently. And we still took the call and we still took action. I didn't need to 
know the person's name. And I appreciate the fact that for a mental health 
worker, who still want to make sure they are referrals coming in from the 
sector wish to remain anonymous. And we do take that - we don't record 
even the name of the whistle-blower, the anonymous caller. 

 

HOST: 

Thank you. We're at time now. So, we'll take just one last question. 
For participants with a behaviour support plan, how do providers manage 
the balance of providing a safe and quality service while supporting the 
individual’s choice, and it says divinity of risk but I might – it might mean 
dignity.  

 

DR CHAN: 

Dignity of risk, yeah. So, we have a series of guides.  If you have a look 
at our PBS, Positive Behaviour Support Framework. We have a series of 
guides around this area and this space. One of the things that we are very 
mindful of and we - by the way, in the Commission - and a behaviour 
support plans lodge with us, we actually do a quality audit. And we do a 
check - a quality audit. And we use a validated instrument called the 
BSBQE22 and also to match against what are the legislative requirements 
of - should be called a companion tool. And one of the things that we look 
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at, for example, how does the behaviour support plan apart from just being 
the last resort, but also to make sure that there's a balance of dignity of 
risk for the person. 

 

HOST: 

And that brings us to the end of the Q&A. Thank you very much, Dr Chan. 

 

DR CHAN: 

Thank you. Thank you so much. Thank you. 


